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Combined Heat and Power (CHP) is the sequential or simultaneous generation of multiple forms of useful
energy, usually electrical and thermal, in a single and integrated system. Implementing CHP systems in
the current energy sector may solve energy shortages, climate change and energy conservation issues.
This review paper is divided into six sections: the first part defines and classifies the types of fuel cell
used in CHP systems; the second part discusses the current status of fuel cell CHP (FC-CHP) around the
world and highlights the benefits and drawbacks of CHP systems; the third part focuses on techniques for
modelling CHP systems. The fourth section gives a thorough comparison and discussion of the two main
fuel cell technologies used in FC-CHP (PEMFC and SOFC), characterising their technical performance and
recent developments from the major manufacturers. The fifth section describes all the main components
of FC-CHP systems and explains the issues connected with their practical application. The last part
summarises the above, and reflects on micro FC-CHP system technology and its future prospects.
Crown Copyright © 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Electric power and heat are the most important driving forces in
energy in the modernworld. World primary energy consumption is
increasing with a growth rate of 1.8% and coal consumption is
increasing at a rate of 2.5%. In 2012 coal reached its highest share of
global primary energy consumption since 1970 at 29.9%. Mean-
while, global nuclear power output has decreased by 6.9%, Japanese
output has dropped by 89%, accounting for 82% of the global decline).
evier B.V. All rights reserved.in 2012 [1]. Currently conventional coal-fired power plants are not
able to meet present energy demands and reduce emissions;
moreover the average efficiency of these plants is quite low at
around 41%. Almost 60% of the primary energy of the fuel used in
these power plants becomes waste heat. Heat loss from power
generation in the USA is equal to the total yearly energy use in
Japan.
The world average split in residential energy consumption is
about 27% electrical energy and 38% thermal energy [2]. The divi-
sion of residential energy consumption in different countries is
shown in Fig. 1 [3]. Countries in colder climates, for example Ger-
many or the UK, use more than 70% of their energy for space
heating and 9% of their energy for water heating. On the contrary,
Fig. 1. Energy usage of typical household in different countries worldwide.
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heating and 32% of its energy for hotwater. Most of the countries do
not use co-generated heat energy from power plants for other
purposes such as space heating and water heating. Finland's resi-
dential energy consumption data published in 2012 shows that 29%
of household energy consumption is from district heat and the
remaining energy is from various sources, as shown in Fig. 2.
Overall, almost 64% of total end-used electrical energy is used for
space heating and the remaining 36% is an electrical energy sup-
plied for household appliances [4].
In CHP technology, the waste heat is captured during operation
and can be used for space heating, preparation of domestic hot
water, laundry hot water as well as providing heat for swimming
pools or spas. CHP reduces the amount of wasted energy by almost
half and system can deliver energy with efficiencies exceeding 90%,
while significantly reducing emissions per produced kWh. CHP can
be defined as the sequential or simultaneous generation of multiple
forms of useful energy in a single integrated system. The total CHP
system efficiency can be expressed as ratio of the sum of the net
power and useful thermal energy output divided by the total en-
ergy of the consumed fuel. CHP systems can generate energy with
efficiencies of up to 85e90% (combined electrical and thermal ef-
ficiency), which is much higher in comparisonwith the efficiency of
system that is generating electricity and useful heat in separate
processes. This increased energy efficiency can result in a reduction
of costs and a reduction in Green House Gas (GHG) emissions when
compared to the conventional methods of generating heat and
electricity separately.Fig. 2. Household energy consumption in Finland by energy source in 2012.CHP technologies have higher system efficiency, higher fuel
utilization efficiency, and lower emissions. They may also minimize
power distribution losses because the production of energy can be
decentralized. Many commercial office buildings and apartment
complexes throughout the world are powered by CHP systems to
save on energy costs, increase energy reliability and decrease car-
bon dioxide (CO2) emissions (as well as other harmful gases) [5e7].
After the first oil crisis in 1973, many countries started to establish
and/or promote an increased use of CHP systems. CHP systems
gained attention in industrial/commercial as well as in institutional
organizations mainly due to their high efficiencies, savings on en-
ergy bills and decreased GHG emissions [8]. The use of CHP in
residential applications has increased as the systems have the
ability to produce both thermal energy and electricity from a single
source of fuel, yielding high overall efficiency [9]. CHP systems
consist of several individual components configured into a fully
integrated engineering system. The main components of the sys-
tem, for instance the generator and heat recovery module, are
shown in Fig. 3 (a basic system layout). The heat recovery sub-
system captures the waste heat using a heat exchanger and the
energy can then be utilized for heating purposes. The generator
converts the chemical energy of the fuel into electrical energy.
Cogeneration technologies for residential, commercial and insti-
tutional applications can be classified according to their prime
mover and their energy source, as follows:
 Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) based cogene-
ration systems;
 Micro-turbine based cogeneration systems;
 Stirling engine based cogeneration systems; and
 Fuel cell based cogeneration systems.
The CHP technologies based on stirling engines and fuel cells
seem to be promising for small scale cogeneration in residential
buildings. The latter possess high overall efficiency and low
emissions levels but currently ICEs are the only systems available
offering reasonable costs. In addition, ICEs are attractive for small
scale cogeneration CHP applications due to their robust nature
and well-developed technologies. The other cogeneration tech-
nology that has potential for residential applications are micro-
turbine based systems. However, reciprocating ICEs have higher
efficiencies at lower power range and the capital cost of micro-
turbines is higher compared to that of reciprocating ICE cogen-
eration systems [8]. A key constraint on the deployment of CHP is
difficulty in distributing thermal energy over long distances.
Because of this, CHP units must be located close to demand,
which potentially increases the costs. The fuel cell based CHP
systems have gained attention in recent decades, due to their
higher achievable efficiencies over a broad range of load profiles
and lower emissions without the need for additional controls.
2. Fuel cell CHP systems
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device which converts the
chemical energy of a fuel and an oxidant, supplied continuously
from external sources, into electrical energy in a direct process
(without intermediate energy changes) with heat and water as by-
products and zero or very low harmful emissions. The fuel is
typically either an alcohol, a hydrocarbon or a substance derived
from it (e.g. hydrogen (H2)), which can be supplied continuously.
The principle of operation is similar to that of batteries but instead
giving energy continuously, as long as the fuel and oxidant are
supplied. The fuel cell can produce electricity with no or with very
little emissions; it operates quietly, without generating vibrations
and the need for frequent disposal of the fuel cell when its fuel is
Fig. 3. CHP system components.
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require electrical power ranging from a few hundreds of milli watts
(mW) up to multi-kilowatt (kW) and megawatt (MW) sizes. They
can be used in transport applications by replacing the ICEs or bat-
teries as well as in portable applications for powering consumer
devices such as laptops or cell phones. They can also be used in
stationary power applications such as power generators to provide
electricity for households or commercial buildings. The fuel cell
also has the potential and capability to be used in cogeneration
applications since the exothermic chemical and electrochemical
reactions produce usable heat as by-product.
A Fuel Cell CHP (FC-CHP) system consists of three primary sub-
systems: (i) the fuel cell stack, (ii) the fuel processor and (iii) the
power conditioning system. The fuel processor converts the fuel, for
instance natural gas or methanol, into a hydrogen-rich feed stream
that is supplied to the fuel cell stack which in turns generates
electrical and thermal energy. The power conditioning system is
used to convert the power generated by the stack as non-linear DC
voltage into a form of electrical power which is useful for the end-
user.
Fuel cells can be classified into different categories, based on a
number of criteria, for example the combination of type of fuel and
oxidant, whether the fuel is processed outside (external reforming)
or inside (internal reforming) the fuel cell, the operating temper-
ature and e the most commonly used classification e the type of
electrolyte used. This classification includes Alkaline Fuel Cells
(AFCs), Low Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells
(LT-PEMFCs), High Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
Fuel Cells (HT-PEMFCs), Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFCs), Molten
Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFCs) and Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs).
While all fuel cell types are based on the same underlying elec-
trochemical principles, they all operate at different temperature
regimes, possess different materials and often differ in their per-
formance characteristics. AFCs failed to reach commercialisation
level due to durability and CO2 contamination issues [10]. This is
the primary reason why this type of fuel cell is not used for do-
mestic CHP systems. One may say it has been nearly neglected in
the fuel cell community since interest in other fuel cell types began
to increase [11], although some R&D efforts are reported every now
and then.
LT-PEMFCs show promising potential in the CHP market
because of their low temperature operation and high efficiency.
LT-PEMFCs operate at temperature of up to 80 C and produce
low-quality heat that is recovered in the form of hot water or/and
low pressure steam (~2 bar) that can be used for low temperature
applications such as space/water heating in hospitals, universities
or commercial buildings. The HT-PEMFCs have many advantagesover LT technology, which will be discussed in more detail in
Section 4 of this review paper. In general, the advantages spring
from the increased operating temperature, which directly in-
fluences the requirements for stack design, system design and
Balance of Plant (BoP) components that are used for construction.
At temperatures above 100 C, no liquid water is present making
water management within the stack much easier. It also simplifies
bipolar plate flow field design and reduces reactants pressure
drop along the fuel cell. The main advantages of moving to higher
temperature stacks include: simplified and cheaper fuel processor
construction as HT-PEMFC stack can tolerate up to 5 vol.% of car-
bon monoxide (CO) with minor cell performance loss, simplifi-
cation of the heat recovery system with no need for reactants
humidification as phosphoric acid based membrane is used as
electrolyte [12].
In PAFCs, concentrated phosphoric acid is used as the electrolyte
and platinum is used as the electrocatalyst on both electrodes.
PAFCs have been used for stationary power generators with a po-
wer output in the range of 100e400 kW. PAFCs failed to reach
commercialisation due to high cost and issues of corrosion of the
fuel cell material.
In MCFCs, the electrolyte is made of a molten carbonate salt
mixture which is suspended in a porous, chemically inert ceramic
matrix of beta-alumina solid electrolyte. Non-precious metals are
used as catalyst within the fuel cell electrodes (the anode and
cathode). The high operating temperature of MCFCs and the cor-
rosive nature of the electrolyte accelerate component breakdown
and corrosion, decreasing lifetime. PAFCs and MCFCs are not suit-
able for domestic application but are widely used in large scale
power plants.
SOFCs typically operate in the range 700e1000 C and ceramic
material is used in the Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA)
instead of metal oxides. Because of the very high operating tem-
peratures, nickel can be used as a catalyst instead of using expen-
sive precious metal catalysts. These fuel cells are in the pre-
commercial stage for stationary power generation. Due to high
operating temperatures they produce high-quality heat that is
recovered in the form of steam (up to 10 bar) that can be used to
supply energy for the internal reforming process used to produce
H2.
FC-CHP systems achieve higher overall efficiencies than other
available CHP technologies at small scale power range which is
typical for domestic applications. FC-CHP can be used in the com-
mercial/industrial sector which requires a high power range, typi-
cally between 200 kW and 2.8 MWas well as in the residential and
small commercial sectors which demand lower power ranges,
typically <10 kW. The classification of FC-CHP systems based on
Table 2
Commercially available micro FC-CHP systems.
Manufacturer Product name FC type Output power (W)
Ceramic fuel cells BlueGen SOFC 1500
Panasonic ENE-FARM LT-PEMFC 250e750
Toshiba ENE-FARM LT-PEMFC 250e700
EneosCellTech ENE-FARM LT-PEMFC 250e700
Kyocera ENE-FARM-S SOFC 250e700
Aisin Seiki ENE-FARM-S SOFC 250e700
JxEneos ENE-FARM-S SOFC/HT-PEMFC 250e700
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is combined with the recovery of the by-product heat and its use.
The quality of the heat depends upon the type of fuel cell used in
the system, which has a direct influence on operating temperatures
and the quality of heat that is recovered in the form of hot water or/
and low pressure steam.
The electrical efficiency of PAFC systems ranges from 37% to 42%
and can reach ~85% when operating in CHP mode [13]. The effi-
ciency of the system can increase up to 90%when the system is able
to take full advantage of the thermal output. MCFCs can achieve
~47% electrical efficiency as a stand-alone power plant and can
achieve 85% efficiency in CHP mode. The electrical efficiency target
of 45% is likely to be achievable with HT-PEMFCs and SOFCs but
unlikely to be achieved by LT-PEMFC. Only SOFC systems are likely
to achieve the targeted CHP efficiency of 90% at the required elec-
trical efficiency [14].
It can be seen from Table 1 and the discussion above that the
most suitable and most commonly used FC technologies in the
residential sector are PEMFC and SOFC. An estimated 138,000 FC-
CHP systems below 1 kW had been installed in Japan by the end of
2014 [15]. Most of these CHP systems are PEMFC based (85%) and
the remaining are SOFC systems. Currently, HT-PEMFC CHP sys-
tems are undergoing field trials and are expected to be launched
by 2015. Fuel cell companies such as Elcore and PlugPower are
working on the development and demonstration of HT-PEMFC
CHP systems with an electrical power range of 300 W to
8000 W. Fuel cells have been undergoing extensive development
and demonstration for the past 50 years or so but the technology
is still relatively immature for its complete commercialisation. FC-
CHP systems still have high installation costs in distributed gen-
eration and this is one of the few disadvantages for their market
deployment.2.1. Current status of FC-CHP activities and systems development
Fuel cells are slowly gaining global market share and have
moved from laboratory to industrial showroom in the last decade.
Commercially available micro (m) FC-CHP systems available in the
market are shown in Table 2 [16,17]. The market of domestic FC-Table 1
FC-CHP systems classifications based on power range.
Power range MW class Sub-MW class
FC type MCFC PAFC





stabilized in an alumina
based matrix
100% phosphoric acid
stabilized in an SiC based
matrix




Fuel source Natural gas, biogas, others Natural gas
Fuel compatibility H2, CH4 (internal reformer) H2 (external reformer)
Oxidant O2/CO2/air O2/air




Electrical efficiency 43e47% 40e42%
CHP efficiency 85% 85e90%





Sulphur CO < 1%, and sulphur
a LT-PEMFC.
b HT-PEMFC.CHP systems is growing rapidly but it is still behind other avail-
able domestic energy technologies [18]. As shown in Fig. 4, the
number of FC-CHP systems in worldwide use has roughly doubled
each year [19]. In 2013 it was reported that the fuel cell industry
reached shipments of 45,700 units in 2012, totalling to 166.7 MW
of power capacity [20]. Delta-ee consultants stated in 2013 that
with 64% of global market sales (approximately 28,000 units) mFC-
CHP passed conventional internal combustion engine systems in
terms of sales. Japan leads in the global FC-CHP market, and is
approximately 6e8 years ahead of the markets in South Korea and
Europe [21]. The Japanese government set a target of 1.4 million
fuel cell systems installed by 2020; South Korea's target is 1
million and the European Union's target is 50,000 fuel cell sys-
tems installed by 2020 as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 4
[13,21].
FC-CHP systems are nowbeing developedworldwide. In Europe,
Germany is leading in the demonstration and development of do-
mestic FC-CHP systems but other countries such as Denmark, the
UK and the Netherlands are still conducting R&D works on the
technology. In Asia, Japan is the leader but South Korea is slowly but
surely catching up with technology development. In North Amer-
ica, USA plays the largest, but still a small role, in domestic-scale
CHP systems compared to industrial-scale CHP systems; this may
be due to the unattractive financial and regulatory landscape. In
Africa domestic FC-CHP technology has been under development
for the past few years in South Africa (under the Hydrogen South
Africa e HySA programme). The current status of FC-CHP systems
in the various countries is discussed in more detail in the followingMicro CHP
SOFC PEMFC SOFC













Residential and small commercial
Natural gas Natural gas
H2, CH4, CO
(internal reformer)












Suitable for facility heating
Sulphur CO < 10 ppma,
CO < 5%b, sulphur and NH3
Sulphur
Fig. 4. Cumulative number of residential micro CHP systems installed to date (solid
lines) and near-term projections (dotted lines). Both PEMFC and SOFC are included
(with approximately 90:10 split), and Europe is almost entirely driven by German
installations [19].
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2.1.1. Europe
Europe has a share of 11% of installed CHP capacity in the co-
generated electricity business. The Ene-field programme (echoing
the Japanese programme Ene-Farm) is a European-wide m-CHP field
demonstration scheme that was launched in 2013 and its aim is to
install around 1000 fuel cell m-CHP systems across 12 Member
States of the European Union by 2017 with an expected cost of
~US$69.5 million [22].
2.1.1.1. Germany. In Germany, CHP represented almost 12.6% of the
total electricity generated, with an installed capacity of 21 GW in
2005. Germany's new CHP laws are expected to double electricity
generation by 2020 [23]. Germany is well-positioned in both biogas
CHP and m-CHP for smaller-scale commercial and residential in-
stallations. Germany is in second place in the installation of FC-CHP
systems, where 350 systems have been installed between
September 2008 and the end of 2012 under the National Organi-
sation Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology's light house project
CALLUX [20,24]. The project aims to install 72,000 units by 2020
with a target cost of V1700 kW1 (US$2040 kW1). Panasonic and
Viessmann have set up a joint development agreement in the Eu-
ropean market, and have jointly designed the complete FC-CHP
system. The fuel cell was designed by Panasonic and will be built
in Japan before being sent to Germany for integration by Viessmann.
The system generates 750 W of electricity and 1 kW of thermal
energy with a combined efficiency of 90% [25]. The sale of systems
currently under field testing is expected to start in Germany by
2014.
2.1.1.2. Denmark. Danish m-CHP opened a cooperation that consists
of 9 Danish companies that are actively working on the develop-
ment and demonstration of micro FC-CHP technology. The first
phase of development in the project started in 2006 [26]. The
demonstration projects have started on hydrogen fuel based LT-
PEMFCs, natural gas based HT-PEMFC and SOFC based technology.
The first domestic FC-CHP installation was launched in late 2008
and the last phase of the project with 30 demonstration units will
end in 2014 [27]. Currently, Denmark's single-family houses use
approximately 400,000 heating units from oil based technology
and their installations are being halted. In the ‘Energy Strategy
2050’ document, the Danish government announced that the
installation of polluting boilers in households will be halted as of2017. The same document assumes that by this time FC based CHP
systems will be developed to a stage when they are able to deliver
electricity at competitive prices. According to the Danish fuel cell
industry, the domestic market for, produced by IRD Fuel Cell, CHP
systems has the potential to reach 10,000 units annually generating
a revenue of approximately V60 (US$72) million.
2.1.1.3. UK. Taking advantage of favourable feed-in tariff rates in
the UK, the Australian owned company Ceramic Fuel Cells Limited
(CFCL) launched a scheme in 2013, offering fully financed BlueGen
units for social housing, schools and small businesses. Customers
are able to reduce their electricity costs by signing a 10-year con-
tract (feed-in tariff), after which they gain ownership of the system.
Financiers are expecting about 6e9% return on capital investment
over the 10-year period [28]. Unfortunately in March 2015, CFCL
announced that they were entering administration.
2.1.1.4. Netherlands. The Netherlands m-CHP subsidy ended in 2012
which led the m-CHP market in the country to near collapse [29].
Ceres Power and Itho-Daalderop jointly developed a low cost CHP
product and aim to sell FC-CHP products in the residential com-
mercial market in the Benelux countries (Belgium, Netherlands and
Luxembourg). The Ceres Power and Itho-Daalderop FC-CHP product
is now in a trial phase of testing (to be launched in 2016) [17]. More
details of meFC-CHP system undergoing field trials are shown in
Table 3 [30].
2.1.2. Japan
Japan can be considered at the forefront in CHP installations
and commercialization. The project on CHP research development
and demonstration (RD&D) in Japan was launched by the gov-
ernment in the 1990's with the development of a 1 kWel PEMFC
CHP system based on gas-derived hydrogen to produce heat and
power for residential homes. These CHP systems are integrated
with fuel processors that can be supplied with natural gas, Liquid
Petroleum Gas (LPG) or kerosene, additionally the unit can deliver
hot water up to a maximum temperature of 60 C. By 2005 suc-
cessful installations of 50 CHP units in private homes were carried
out and afterwards a large-scale demonstration project was star-
ted throughout the country. In the first stage of the project around
3357 mFC-CHP units were installed by the end of 2008 and then
the commercialization phase began in 2009 [31]. In 2011, the
Tohoku earthquake resulted in critical electricity supply shortages
as nuclear and thermal power plants were heavily damaged),
which convinced government to sustain subsidies for gas fuelled
mCHP systems. A national subsidy of more than US$4 billion was
reported in 2012 for all hydrogen and fuel cell related R&D in
Japan. With help of the government subsidies, more than 25,000
units were installed by the end of 2012, and recent estimates show
annual sales of 53,000 CHP units with accumulated sales of
138,000 units by the end of 2014 [15]. The Japanese government
has a long term goal of 5.3 million fuel cell installations by 2030
[16,22].
The total, industrial and commercial, CHP system capacity
reached 9.5 GW in 2011 and a targeted capacity of 22 GW is
predicted by 2030. In order to meet 15% of the domestic elec-
tricity demand using CHP by 2030, an investment of approxi-
mately US$60 billion is required. Major companies like Panasonic,
Eneos (JX Nippon Oil & Sanyo), Aisin Seiki Co. Ltd and Toshiba
successfully commercialized PEMFC CHP systems (under the
common commercial name of “ENE-FARM”) with an electrical
power output of 700 Wel (see Table 4 for more details). A project
on a SOFC based CHP system named “ENE-FARM type S” was led
by JX Nippon Oil and Energy in 2011 and by Aisin in 2012. Com-
panies like Kyocera and Eneos also started installations of SOFC
Table 3
Micro FC-CHP systems under field trials.
Manufacturer FC type Output power (W) Remarks
Dantherm Power LT-PEMFC 1700e2500 Under field trials in Denmark, 2013
BaxiInnotech LT-PEMFC 300 Under field trials in Germany, UK and market launch planned for 2015
Elcore HT-PEMFC 750 First field trial installation was done 2013
Viessmann LT-PEMFC 250e700 Ready to launch in Germany by April 2014
Vaillant LT-PEMFC 1000e4600 Developing for multi-family home
Sofc power SOFC 500e1000 Prototype packaged micro CHP system
Hexis SOFC 1000 Field trials in Germany, Switzerland under Callux project
Ceres power SOFC 1000 Ready to launch by 2016
Vaillant SOFC 1000 Under field trials in Germany, 2013
Topsoe SOFC 1000 Prototype packaged micro CHP system of larger (20 kWe) product
Acumentrics SOFC 250e1500 A wall-mounted residential CHP unit is in field trials
Hyosung, GS Fuelcell, fuel cell power LT-PEMFC 1000 RPGs (Residential power generators) are in field trials
Plug power HT-PEMFC 300e8000 Under field trials in Europe in the product name of GenSys
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March 2012.2.1.3. South Korea
The South Korean government identified fuel cells as a priority
technology and a budget of US$11.8 billion was allocated for the
development of the technology in the period of 2003e2012. In
2004, the first Residential Power Generators (RPGs) with a capacity
of 1 kWel completed an initial field test phase. After the successful
initial field test of RPGs in 2004, 4 South Korean companies (GS Fuel
Cell, FuelCell Power, HyoSung and LS) began demonstrating the fuel
cell in field trials and installed 210 units between 2006 and 2009, at
a cost of US$18 million in subsidies [18]. The government hopes to
reduce the technology gap with other countries through the
development of fuel cell systems and expects to achieve commer-
cial sales by 2015. The government is subsidising 80% of the pur-
chase price of the mFC-CHP, plus up to 10% additional subsidy is
available from local governments [32].2.1.4. USA
As of 2012, commercial buildings and institutional applicants
represented 13% of CHP systems in the USA. Currently, the USA has
reached an installed capacity of over 82 GWof CHPs equating to 8%
of the country's current generating capacity and over 12% of the
total MWh generated annually [14]. While 87% of the existing USA
CHP capacity is at industrial facilities, CHP can also be an attractive
resource for commercial or institutional facilities such as schools
and hospitals, in district energy systems, as well as in military in-
stallations. ClearEdge Power has sold 5 kW residential-scale FC-CHP
systems, primarily in the California market where state subsidies
help to offset the cost of the system [22].Table 4
FC-CHP systems in Japan.
Viessmann and Panasonic
Fuel LPG/city gas
Fuel cell type PEMFC
Power output (W) 750
General efficiency (LHV, %) 37
Thermal efficiency (LHV, %) 56
Dimensions H  W  D (mm) 1670  480  475
Weight (kg) 125
Noise level (dB) 38
Water storage unit H  W  D (mm) 1950  600  600
Tank capacity (litre) 170




In 2008 the South African government launched a long-term
(15-year) initiative with the aim of developing hydrogen and fuel
cell technologies with an estimated budget of about US$7e8
million per year [33]. The Hydrogen South Africa™ (HySA™) pro-
gramme focuses, among other things, on the development of
hydrogen and fuel cell components, systems, demonstrators, pro-
totypes and products. The project realized as part of the Key Pro-
gramme Combined Heat and Power aims to develop 1e2 kWel scale
HT-PEMFC based FC-CHP system [34]. The testing and validation of
the first South African prototype is planned for 2015 (Q2) and a trial
in the residential sector will follow (Q3).
2.1.6. Australia
In 2009, the company CFCL launched its first FC-CHP product for
residential applications: the 1.5 kWel “BlueGen”, a planar type SOFC
based FC-CHP system fed with natural gas. Since 2010 several units
have been tested worldwide, with proven electrical efficiencies of
up to 60% and a maximum total efficiency of 85%. After the suc-
cessful installation of CHPs in Australia, the company had driven
towards rapid expansion in major markets for natural-gas fed mCHP
in the USA, China, India and Brazil [35,36]. By 2015, CFCL had
installed 50 BlueGen units in the UK, 100 units in Germany around
400 in other countries worldwide [37]. CFCL expected that 100,000
units would be delivered in the next 6 years as part of the post-
demonstration agreement; however the company entered admin-
istration in March 2015.
2.2. FC-CHP advantages
2.2.1. Reduction of CO2 emissions
Global energy-related CO2 emissions stood at 31.2 Gt in 2011, an
increase of 3.2% on the previous year, which is above the averageEneosCellTech Toshiba Kyocera





900  302  563 1000  780  300 935  600  335
92 94 94
38 37e48 38




¥2,604,000 (US$32,550) ¥2,751,000 (US$34,387)
2012
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are expected to continue rising to 37 Gt in 2035, which is estimated
to drive global temperatures to rise by 3.6 C by 2035 relative to the
pre-industrial era, well above the widely-held target of 2 C. A
significant portion of the GHG emission growth is due to the
increased coal demand: coal accounted for a total of 71% of addi-
tional global CO2 emissions, followed by oil at 17% and natural gas
at 12%.
The development and expansion of CHP systems can reduce the
CO2 emissions arising from new generation in 2015 by more than
4% (170 Mt/year), while in 2030 this saving may increase to more
than 10% (950 Mt/year) which is equivalent to one and a half times
India's total annual emissions of CO2 from power generation [38].
CHP can therefore make a meaningful contribution towards the
achievement of emissions stabilisation that is necessary to avoid
major climate disruption. Importantly, near-term emissions re-
ductions from CHP can be realised immediately offering important
opportunities for low- and zero-cost GHG emission reductions. Fuel
cells can reduce carbon emissions relative to conventional heating
technologies like gas boilers as they reduce the amount of elec-
tricity that needs to be generated centrally and distributed via the
grid, which in most countries has high carbon intensity.
Annual CO2 savings are difficult to estimate as they are country
specific, depending upon the carbon intensity of central grid elec-
tricity and local heating systems; and installation specific,
depending on the level of demand for heat and power. Residential-
scale FC-CHP systems of around 1 kW are expected to reduce
household emissions by 1.3e1.9 tons of CO2 per annum in Japan and
Germany [38], [39]. The FC-CHP manufacturer CFCL claims that its
BlueGen saves around 3 tonnes per annum due to its larger capacity
[40]. A mFC-CHP systemwith an electrical output of 1 kW can yield a
daily saving of 4.5 þ kg CO2 in winter and 3 þ kg CO2 in summer.
Annual carbon emissions have been estimated based on PEMFC
operation in a UK house and results compared with conventional
heating systems are shown in Fig. 5 [41]. In a country which uses
predominantly coal-fired electricity generation (such as South Af-
rica or China), the annual carbon savings from a fuel cell will be
much larger.
In general, the carbon intensity of electricity from a mFC-CHP
system is only one third that of a coal-fired plant and half that of a
natural gas plant [42]. For example, UK central electricity genera-
tion has an average carbon intensity of 500e520 g kWh1, while
the marginal plants (those which vary their output with demand)
may have a carbon intensity of up to 690 g kWh1 [43,44]Fig. 5. Annual carbon emissions from a UK house with conventional and PEMFC heating, con
plant mix at 690 g kWh1 (right). The house is modelled using 2013 national averages: 3.3 M
for gas (HHV) and p14.9 kWh1 (US¢23.2 kWh1) for electricity [41]. The 1 kW PEMFC system
running 5000 h per year, versus a condensing boiler with 95% efficiency.In comparison, a residential PEMFC system emits around 553 g
of CO2 to produce 1 kWh of electricity and 1.4 kWh of heat
(assuming the typical efficiency for Ene-farm systems as in Fig. 5)
[45]. The source of these CO2 emissions is the fuel processor, which
separates a hydrocarbon fuel (typically natural gas or LPG) into H2,
CO2 and other impurities, burning a small amount of fuel in the
process to produce heat for the reforming reactions. See Sections
4.1.2 And 5.2 later on for more detail.
It is difficult to place a single carbon intensity value to a CHP
system with multiple outputs. The carbon intensity of electricity
from an FC-CHP system can be estimated using the usual method
by avoiding heat production from a gas boiler and by taking into
account the total electricity produced from the fuel cell. From the
above example, this would yield 553 e (1.4  215) ¼ 252 g kWh1
of electricity produced, around 40% lower than the best Combined
Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plants. This calculated value for an Ene-
farm-type system is similar to those commonly used to promote
larger FC-CHP power plant installations, e.g. 225 g kWh1 of elec-
tricity from PAFC [46], and 238e308 g kWh1 from MCFC [47]. The
carbon intensity of the conventional heating and electricity
generating technologies which are replaced by an FC-CHP system
has significant impacts on the annual CO2 savings, as seen in Fig. 5.
The carbon intensity can be calculated for the amount of heat
produced instead of the electrical output [45]. Using the above
example and assuming that the electricity from the FC-CHP system
reduces output from central power stations, 1.4 kWh of heat (re-
sults in the emission of 553e510 (the average carbon intensity of a
UK central power plant)¼ 43 g CO2, which divided by 1.4 kWh gives
a carbon intensity of just 30 g kWh1. This is a seven-fold reduction
on the carbon intensity of heat from a modern condensing gas
boiler. If similar calculations are repeated with more efficient SOFC
stacks, the heat output leads to carbon negative values
(49 g kWh1) when displacing power from a UK central power
plants. From the above, one may state that the gas-fired technology
can offer a zero carbon heat. Combining all the multiple uses of a
fuel cell (electricity, space heating and hot water) and the broad
applicability in the residential buildings sector, fuel cells could be
considered as a core part of the world's decarbonisation strategy.
2.2.2. Carbon footprint of construction
The ‘carbon footprint’ or ‘embodied carbon’ of a fuel cell is a
measure of the GHG emissions caused by its construction. Several
life cycle assessments have estimated these carbon emissions by
considering how the fuel cell is manufactured, the quantity ofsidering electricity from the average UK grid mix at 510 g kWh1 (left) and the marginal
Wh þ 15 MWh demand for electricity and heat, tariffs of p4.6 kWh1 (US¢7.2 kWh1)
with EneFarm specifications is assumed to have 37% electrical þ53% thermal efficiency,
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fuel cell, catalyst metals such as nickel and platinum (Pt) are
exceedingly energy intensive to produce. Manufacturing a 1 kW
residential FC-CHP system results in around 0.5e1 tonnes of CO2
emissions, while a 100 kW commercial system results in 25e100
tonnes emitted [48,49]. There are differences between technolo-
gies, but these are small compared to the differences between the
country of manufacture and type of production methods employed
by various manufacturing companies.
The emissions from construction can be ‘levelised’ by averaging
over the fuel cell's lifetime energy output to give a value which can
be compared to other low carbon technologies. The construction of
residential PEMFCs and SOFCs results in the emission of 10e20 g of
CO2 per kWh of electricity produced [48], which is relatively low
compared to solar photovoltaic (PV) which has a life-cycle carbon
intensity of 40e80 g kWh1, and nuclear fission having a carbon
intensity of 10e30 g kWh1 [50,51].2.2.3. Reduction of other air pollutant emissions
The process of burning fossil fuels (mainly diesel and coal) re-
sults in emissions of several air pollutants like nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and sulphur dioxide (SO2). The largest source of SO2 emis-
sions is from the electricity generation, which accounts for 44% of
the total emissions recorded in 2011 [52]. SO2 emissions are mainly
related to the burning of coal and also diesel fuel, while NOx pol-
lutants are emitted from burning all types of fossil fuels. The
emissions cause a number of environmental problems such as acid
rain, air pollution and ground-level ozone formation.
During the primary power generation process in a fuel cell, very
few emissions are generated in the fuel processing sub-system and
this is the only source of emissions in the FC-CHP. NOx pollution
from the CHP system is less than from coal-fired electricity gener-
ation. NOx emissions from a diesel engine are in the range of
1.27e15 kg MWh1, from a natural gas engine in the range of
1.0e12.7 kg MWh1, from a micro turbine engine in the range of
0.18e1 kg MWh1 and from FC-CHP less than 0.01 kg MWh1 [53].
The source of NOx emissions in FC-CHP is a burner that supplies
thermal energy for endothermic reforming processes by combus-
tion of natural gas, if it is used as fuel. More advanced burner
constructions have been developed to decrease emissions, for
example an FLOX® burner operating on flameless oxidation, which
ensures a quasi-homogenous temperature distribution in the
combustion chamber. In this case the NOx emissions are low even at
high air preheating temperatures. Methane (CH4) can also be
emitted as a consequence of incomplete combustion or as the result
of leaks and losses during transportation. Emissions of SO2 and
mercury compounds from burning natural gas are negligible. SO2
emissions are eliminated during FC-CHP operation because it is
typically removed in an absorbed bed before reformate is pro-
cessed. Table 5 summarises the industry-average levels of airborne
pollutants like NOx, CO and particulates from fuel cells, condensing
boilers and CHP engines [54,55]. Measured emissions of airborne
pollutants from fuel cells are around a tenth of those from other
gas-burning technologies, as shown in Table 5.Table 5
Measured emissions of airborne pollutants from fuel cells (averaged over 8 sources),
condensing boilers and CHP engines; given in grams per MWh of fuel input [53,54].
Fuel cells Condensing boiler CHP engine
NOx 1e4 58 30e270
CO 1e8 43 10e50
CH4 1e3 13 No data
SO2 0e2 2 No data2.2.4. Reduction of electricity costs
mCHP offers benefits directly to the householder rather than to
large energy suppliers. The electricity costs for the end user depend
upon several factors such as: the cost of electricity generation, costs
associated with subsidies for energy technologies, electricity
transmission and distribution costs via the grid network and final
retail to the customer. The unit price of electricity in the European
Union (for household consumers with an annual electricity con-
sumption of 2500e5000 kWh) ranges from V0.087 (US$0.104) to
V0.298 (US$0.358) per kWh, with an average price of V0.184
(US$0.221) per kWh in 2011 [56]. The absolute unit price increase in
the USA is lower than in the EU, though the percentage increase in
the wholesale price is higher and predicted to be 50% by 2035 [57].
The electricity produced by FC-CHP systems has high economic
value and it is almost 3.0e3.5 times better than natural gas power
plants. FC-CHP converts a low cost fuel, typically natural gas, into
high value electricity and in this way allows households to reduce
their energy bills. The power produced from fossil fuels in power
plants is generated at an efficiency of 35e37% and about two-thirds
of the primary energy is lost in the form of “waste” heat [1].
Centralized electricity generation and on-site heat generation has a
combined efficiency of about 45%, whereas cogeneration systems
can reach efficiency levels of about 80%. The transmission and
distribution of electricity from large central power stations con-
tributes to further losses of around 9% of net generation. This means
that only about one-third is delivered to the end customer. Trans-
mission and distribution losses will vary depending upon the dis-
tance between load and generator, the voltage, and the number of
voltage transformation stages. According to World Bank Data,
electric power transmission and distribution losses range from
1.82% to 54.60% (varying from country to country) and with aworld
average of 8.10% [58]. CHP is able to reduce power sector in-
vestments by up to 7% of the total projected power sector invest-
ment in the USA by 2030. Providing on-site electricity generation
that is resilient in the face of grid outages can provide power for
critical services in emergencies and displace higher cost generation
plants. CHP systems eliminate the economic losses related to the
transmission and distribution of power. These energy savings
reduce the capital costs of CHP electricity production and also
reduce the delivery costs of the electricity to the end users. The
Japanese grid electricity unit price is about ¥25 kWh1
(US$0.225 kWh1) which might be reduced to ¥6e7 kWh1
(US$0.054e0.063 kWh1) at night if the customer has a special
contract with the utility company. Using natural gas, a fuel cell can
generate electricity at a cost of only ¥10 kWh1 (US$0.089 kWh1).
Toshiba estimates that households using the FC-CHP systems will
save between ¥40,000 (US$360) and ¥50,000 (US$450) per year on
electricity costs [57].
2.2.5. Grid independence
Fuel cell systems have attracted market potential and may be
able to solve grid outages. According to the US statistics, 80e90% of
power failure originates from the distribution level [59]. The cost of
power outages in the US is estimated at approximately US$119
billion per year and non-disaster outages affect almost 50,000
electricity consumers [60]. Power outages may be due to failure of
sensitive equipment like computers and other electronic devices
during power fluctuations. The estimated annual cost of outages for
a small commercial building is shown in Table 6 [42,60]. The cost of
outages may be in range of US$4000e6800 per hour for a com-
mercial building with 100 kW load.
2.3. FC-CHP disadvantages
The important drawback of an FC-CHP system is the initial high
Table 6













Momentary interruptions 5.3 s 15 min 4 1 h US$4,000 US$4,000
Long duration interruptions 1 h 2 h 1 2 h US$4,000 US$8,000
Total 5 3 h US$12,000
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power generation technologies. The cost of generation and sys-
tems availability are key factors in CHP technology selection. Up to
now, the number of CHP units sold has been relatively small and
the vast majority of non-portable fuel cells systems that are sold to
consumers today are sold with the aid of a government subsidy
[61]. The actual price of a mFC-CHP system is currently about
30e50 times higher than United States Department of Energy (US
DOE) targets. As of 2014, the purchase price of a 1 kW PEMFC or
SOFC in Japan was US$21,000e27,000, and prices from all manu-
facturers have fallen dramatically in recent years as shown in
Table 7. The price of residential systems has decreased e the in-
vestment cost dropped by more than half in the period from 2009
to 2013, i.e. by 85% in the last 10 years in Japan [18], and by 60%
over the last four years in Germany [39]. The subsidies offered in
Japan make up approximately 50% of the price of the installation
of the unit. System costs may be reduced significantly over time
but this relies upon the ‘economies of scale’ afforded by mass
production. The price reduction of Japanese and South Korean
PEMFCs are shown in Fig. 6 against the total number of in-
stallations to date, revealing a logelog relationship known as
“learning by doing”. During demonstration projects in Japan and
South Korea the price of residential PEMFCs fell by almost 20% for
each doubling in cumulative production [18,39,62]. After com-
mercialisation of the Japanese systems in 2008, the price fell by
13% per doubling. If the historic trends from Fig. 6 continue, one
may expect in the future that millions of residential systems could
be installed in the next 4e6 years with a cost of US$7000e14,000.
The cost of the back-up boilers in the FC-CHP system may account
for 8e9% of the total investment cost of the CHP system. Panasonic
reported a price reduction of around 30% in the latest model
compared to the previous model; stating that it had reduced the
fuel cell volume by 26%, the weight by 10% and the catalysts
content by 50%, and with an increased durability of 20% (up to
60,000 h) [63,64]. Transparency Market Research forecasts suggestTable 7
Recent sale prices for micro FC-CHP systems, including an auxiliary boiler and hot water t






PEMFC Panasonic 750 £20,900
(US$33,000)
Toshiba &Eneos 700 £19,300
(US$30,500)













CFCL 1500that the FC-CHP system market will grow by 27% per annum over
the next 5 years, after which the payback period will have fallen to
less than 5 years [42].
3. Modelling the thermo-economic feasibility of FC-CHP
systems
FC-CHP modelling has received little attention over the past 10
years, especially in the analysis of the economic and environmental
performance of the fuel cell. These models are classified as either
simulation or optimisation models, and as either dynamic or steady
state models. Here, simulations are useful in predicting the
response and performance of the fuel cell system according to some
pre-defined operating strategies and its interaction within its
operating conditions.
3.1. Simulation models
Alanne et al. [64] investigated the viability of a SOFC system for a
single-family house in Canada on the basis of a financial analysis by
simulation modelling approaches. The study showed that low po-
wer (1e2 kWel) SOFC systems seem to be feasible but are unac-
ceptable for larger units due to significant amount of waste heat
and are also unacceptable from an environmental point of view
[65]. Staffell simulated the leading Japanese EneFarm systems
operating in UK households to estimate the economic and envi-
ronmental benefits of fuel cells in an emerging market [66]. The
study showed that significant carbon savings can be achieved (as
clearly seen in Fig. 5), but that economic benefits are marginal with
present-day fuel costs, and thus a subsidy of £0.10 kWh1
(US$0.16 kWh1) of electricity produced would be required to give
an acceptable payback period.
Unfortunately, these types of models do not give any informa-
tion on the optimisation of operation conditions or design of the
fuel cell system. Optimisation models can be divided into twoank, excluding subsidies and installation. Italics denote the prices of demonstration-



























/£21,500 / (US$34,000) £19,600 (US$26,400)
Fig. 6. Learning curves fitted to historic prices of Japanese and South Korean resi-
dential PEMFCs. Each doubling in production saw prices fall 19e20% during demon-
stration projects, and 13% after commercial launch in Japan [18,62].
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model and the other one is a pinch-point design model.
3.2. Optimal operation models
Unit commitment is a large scale optimization problem that
determines the operating status of hundreds of produced units
based on a set of complicated constraints. El-Sharkh et al. [66]
developed a unit commitment model for finding optimal power
output from a PEMFC based power plant. The proposed technique
seem to be more effective for power plants with a power output
range of 4e15 kW as it compared the results of a genetic algorithm
technique [67]. The same author later developed a model which is
based on hybrid evolutionary programming and a Hill-Climbing
based approach to analyse the impact of price/tariff fluctuations on
the optimal cost of operation of a PEMFC power plant operating in a
grid-parallel mode [68]. It was shown that the fuel and hydrogen
selling prices as well as residential gas prices have significant ef-
fects on the system operational strategies. The production levels
and cost of components are sensitive to price changes during low
thermal demand periods, while others are sensitive during high
thermal load periods. Hawkes et al. [68] developed a detailed
techno-economic energy-cost minimization model of a mCHP sys-
tem drawing on steady-state and dynamic SOFC stack model and
power converter design. A non-linear programming technique
applied to identify minimum costs and stack capacities under
various current density change constants. It was found that con-
straints on the rates of change in current density are not an
important design parameter from an economic point of view [69].
Cost-effective operating strategies for residential micro-combined
SOFC systems have been investigated by the use of a non-linear
programming technique and it was demonstrated that hypotheti-
cal operating strategies such as electricity demand can result in
poor performance [70]. Ferguson and Ugursal [70] developed a
steady state model to predict size and performance of the PEMFC
system for houses. Results indicated that fuel cell size and operating
strategies are critical factors affecting the performance of fuel cell
based cogeneration systems [71].
3.3. Pinch-point design models
Pinch-point optimization defines the minimum energy required
and sets the basis to design the ideal heat-exchanger/recovery
network. Marechal et al. [71] developed a pinch-point multi-
objective optimization technique applied on a combination of fuel
cell and gas turbine concepts that allow efficiencies of 48e54% to bereached with a predicted market cost of US$450e2000 kW1 [72].
Palazzi et al. [72] developed a similar thermo-economic model to
compute integrated system performances, sizes and costs based
upon the pinch-point optimization technique. This mixed integer
non-linear programming model was applied to the design of a
50 kW SOFC based system, with different and optimized fuel pro-
cessing options. Two objectives were taken into consideration,
namely: minimization of the specific cost and maximization of ef-
ficiency [73]. Wallmark and Alvfors [73] formed a pinch-point
design of a 15 kWel PEMFC cell system supplying a building in
Sweden with heat and power [74]. Although pinch-point analyses
are critical for refining the technical design of CHP systems, they are
not able to provide a direct link between design and economic/
environmental performance. Godat and Marechal [74] developed a
PEMFC based CHP model including three sub-systems and the
model was used to analyse the efficiency with respect to steam-to-
carbon ratio, steam reformer temperature, fuel cell temperature
and fuel utilization [75].4. Technical potential of PEMFC and SOFC technology for CHP
applications
4.1. CHP system efficiency
The electrical and total CHP system efficiencies vary with elec-
trical/thermal loads and the type of fuel cell that is used. Fuel cell
system, electrical and thermal efficiencies are a direct function of
the stack load.4.1.1. Overall efficiency
Fuel cells have higher electrical efficiencies than other CHP
technologies at small scale power range which is typical for do-
mestic applications [9]. The best gas turbine plants can operate at
60% gross efficiency [76], but fuel cell auxiliary power requirements
lower this to a net efficiency of ~55% [77]. Centralized power plants
also entail additional losses from the transmission and distribution
of electricity, bringing the net efficiency of gas to the end user down
to ~52e54% [78]. If power plants operate at partial load conditions
the net efficiency is further reduced [76].
High SOFC electrical efficiencies can be achieved at levels of up
to 45e60% with total efficiencies of 85e90% [79]. For example, CFCL
reported their micro-CHP system (BlueGen) with an AC efficiency of
~60% including auxiliary losses. SOFC operating at higher electrical
efficiencies are not able to provide optimal solutions for electrical
and thermal efficiencies and lower electrical efficiencies (~35%)
may be achieved by operating at higher current density and it may
be a more attracting solution for residential users [80]. SOFCs
running at sub-optimal conditions are also able to beat modern
power plant technologies, without considering the thermal energy
as co-product.
In the case of LT-PEMFC systems, their electrical efficiencies may
reach up to ~39% at rated power and considering the CHP energy
generation mode, efficiencies of up to ~90e95% can be achieved
[64,81]. The power generation efficiencies of an LT-PEMFC with a
reformer system show that it is not an ideal combination during
operation [10]. For example, the electrical efficiency of an LT-PEMFC
is higher when compared to an HT-PEMFC (the overall
efficiency ¼ electricity efficiency þ thermal efficiency is higher for
HT-PEMFC). The quality of the HT-PEMFC heat output is high
compared to the LT-PEMFC, as the HT-PEM fuel cell system can
deliver hot water up to 80 C. The US DOE targeted total fuel cell
CHP system efficiency of 90% by 2020 [82]. Currently, EU residential
systems have an electrical efficiency of ~30e35%, which is lower
than the leading Japanese and Australian systems [39].
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Fuel cell efficiency is determined as the ratio of the stack elec-
trical power to the H2 thermal power entering the stack. Usually the
system's electrical efficiency decreases while its thermal efficiency
increases with load [12]. Both electrical and thermal efficiencies are
important for CHP system operations (based upon seasonal varia-
tions, grid connectivity etc.). Most CHPmanufacturers are focussing
on the electrical efficiency of CHP systems with the excess of
electrical energy being stored in batteries or being sold to the gird.
As previously stated, fuel cells have the advantage of having higher
electrical efficiencies compared to other CHP technologies at small
scale power range which is typical for domestic applications. The
fuel cell stack efficiency is an isolated efficiency and the CHP system
efficiency is the complete efficiency of the system. The CHP system
efficiency includes the efficiencies of the fuel cell stack, the fuel
processor, the power conditioning devices as well as parasitic losses
related to the power consumed by the BoP components. The typical
breakdown of a mFC-CHP system is shown in Fig. 7. A fuel cell stack
with an electrical efficiency of ~65% typically gives a CHP system
net electrical efficiency of ~34%. Most of the efficiency losses in an
FC-CHP system are associated with auxiliary sub-systems e.g.
pumps, fan/blower, fuel processor and controllers. All these losses
amount to 20e33% of net electrical efficiency loss in the FC-CHP
system [55]. The HT-PEMFC stack needs less auxiliary power de-
vices compared to an LT-PEMFC stack as an HT-PEMFC does not
require humidified gas.4.1.3. Part-load efficiency
When the fuel cell stack runs at partial load, the efficiency
increases as stack cell voltages raise lower current densities. This
rise is not seen in complete FC-CHP systems though due to
parasitic losses in the fuel processing and other auxiliaries. The
electrical and thermal efficiencies of SOFC and PEMFC CHP sys-
tems are plotted against the power output in Fig. 8 [45]. The
SOFC electrical efficiency decreases slightly with increasing po-
wer output and the thermal efficiency increases with the power
output. The PEMFC electrical and thermal efficiencies increase as
power output increases. The PEMFC electrical efficiencies can be
easily improved by choosing a fuel cell operating at higher cell
voltages (i.e. lower current densities); however this chosen
strategy leads to an extra investment cost as more single cells (inFig. 7. Typical breakdown of the overall efficiency of a micro FC-CHP system, showing howthe stack) are required for a given power output. At partial load
conditions both LT- and HT-PEMFC systems have similar elec-
trical efficiencies but the HT-PEMFC requires much simpler BoP
components for its operation.
4.2. Transient response characteristics and optimal operational
time
If the FC-CHP system is grid connected and operates in a grid-
parallel mode, the grid would deliver supplementary power dur-
ing transient operations. If the FC-CHP system operates in a grid-
independent mode, the use of batteries (e.g. redox flow batteries)
or super-capacitors is needed to provide the power required during
transient operations. The transient response time for LT-PEMFC
stack is typically less than 10 s and the expected time for the
reformer is up to 100 s. The transient response times for battery/
super-capacitor are less than 10 s. A fuel cell stack transient
response time of 15 min for SOFC technology has been reported but
may not be an issue if the system operates in a grid-parallel mode
[14]. Different seasonal heat demands require an optimal number
of operational hours for each season. For example, a 370 kWh
monthly average electricity demand of an apartment in South Ko-
rea requires the following optimal operational times for a 1 kWel LT-
PEMFC based CHP system e 21 h in spring, autumn and winter and
3 h in summer [83].
4.3. Start-up time
The start-up time of the FC-CHP system mainly depends upon
the start-up time of the reforming process which typically is a
steam reformer, partial oxidation or auto-thermal reformer as well
as the fuel cell stack pre-heating time. The steam reformer start-up
time is typically less than 30 min from ambient temperature (the
start-up time is projected to decrease to less than 10 min by 2015).
PEMFC stacks have much shorter start-up times compared to SOFC
stacks. The stack start-up times for SOFCs varied from 2.5 h to 20 h
which is well beyond the US DOE 2008 status of 60 min. HT-PEMFC
systems can be cooled down and heated up with cathode air (for up
to 1kWe stacks) which can be used to pre-heat the stack during
start-up. Pre-heated air through the fuel cell stack means less time
is required to heat up the stack. The liquid cooled fuel cell stacka 65% efficient fuel cell stack can give a system with 34% net system efficiency [55].
Fig. 8. Electrical and thermal efficiency of complete residential CHP systems against power output. Efficiency is normalised against each system's efficiency at full power. Data from
8 PEMFC and 6 SOFC systems [45].
Fig. 9. The improvement in fuel cell system lifetimes over the past fifteen years. Data
from 12 PEMFC and 9 SOFC systems [45].
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the start-up time of the HT-PEMFC stack [84,85].
4.4. Degradation
Fuel cell degradation rates can be expressed in two modes: one
related to energy output (degradation rate proportional to power
density), and the other one is related to cumulative thermal cycles
(degradation rate proportional to cycling rate). The fuel cell
degradation rate depends upon the fuel cell stack design, materials
used, control system design, operating temperatures and type of
fuel cell used. By keeping the degradation rate within acceptable
levels, the fuel cell performance remains acceptable throughout the
operational life of the system. Degradation of the fuel cell perfor-
mance originates from various physical-chemical mechanisms that
are involved in all of main fuel cell components (catalyst, mem-
brane, electrodes etc.); a declining performance of one sub-
component may lead to the degradation of the others. Degrada-
tion mechanisms may be reversible, partially reversible or irre-
versible and may be aggravated by, for example the cycling of
temperatures, power loads, potentials, cell voltages, electrode
oxidation load etc. Studies show that if the cell voltage falls by
0.5e2% per 1000 h, the power output and electrical efficiencies
would fall by ~2.5e10% per year [55]. In recent years, degradation
rates have reduced to 0.1e1.5% per year in leading LT-PEMFCs
[86,87] and 1.0e2.5% per year in SOFCs [88e91]. End of Life (EoL)
is defined as power output dropping by 20% of the initial specifi-
cations i.e. Beginning of Life (BoL). In general, the EoL of a fuel cell
may occur after 10e20 years' operating time. At the EoL of a SOFC, a
35e40% drop in electrical efficiency is often observed.
4.5. Operating lifetime
For stationary applications, it is assumed that the fuel cell sys-
tems should be capable of a minimum life time of 40,000 h (with
8000 h of uninterrupted service at >80% rated output power) [92].
Panasonic recently reported an increased durability in their LT-
PEMFC CHP systems to 60,000 h and other Japanese CHP com-
panies now are guaranteeing up to 80,000 h [63,64,81]. SOFC stacks
have demonstrated up to 30,000 h durability and single cells up to
90,000 h [88]. EneFarm systems are currently sold in Japanwith a 10
year warranty with free maintenance and repairs. Other residential
systems (EU) are sold with a guaranteed life time of
10,000e20,000 h. A significant improvement in the life time of the
fuel cell systems has been observed over the past 15 years, as
shown in Fig. 9 [45]. Manufacturers' guarantees data are fitted to
exponential curves, indicating that PEMFC lifetime may increasewith a rate of 22% per year and SOFC with a rate of 16% per year. In
the literature, the longest lifetime reported for an HT-PEMFC is
18,000 h under steady-state conditions; this is indeed quite low
compared to LT-PEMFC systems [93,94].
5. FC-CHP system main components
The FC-CHP system consists of various sub-systems and com-
ponents e.g. the fuel cell stack, fuel processor, DC/AC inverter, heat
exchanger and control systems. A schematic diagram of an FC-CHP
system and associated components is shown in Fig. 10 [34]. The
operating conditions of each component are discussed in the
following sections.
5.1. Fuel cell stack
The fuel cell stack converts the chemical energy of hydrogen
into electricity, producing heat and water as a by-product. The
Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) is the “heart” of every fuel
cell stack and this component determines the stack operating
conditions and influences its performance. The LT-PEMFC stack can
operate in the range of 60e120 C but only operating at tempera-
tures below 80 C ensures its long lifetime. One of the disadvan-
tages of the LT-PEMFC is the need for the humidification of
reactants making water management quite complex and difficult.
Another issue is the high sensitivity to the CO content in the anode-
fed gas. High purity hydrogen fuel is required and only a CO content
of <10 ppm is permitted [95]. Higher levels of CO can lead to
irreversible platinum (Pt) catalyst degradation. In order to
Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of HT-PEMFC based micro FC-CHP system [34].
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used. Increasing the operating temperature of the PEMFC should
effectively alleviate CO adsorption on the catalyst, but the mem-
brane needs to be replaced with high temperature resistant ma-
terials like polybenzimidazole (PBI). An HT-PEMFC with a PBI
membrane can be operated up to a temperature of 200 C. At this
temperature, high CO tolerance (<5% CO) is observed and humid-
ification of reactants is no longer required [96,97]. During the
operation, no liquid water is present in the HT-PEMFC stack which
in turn increases the reliability of the stack. HT-PEMFCs can be
operated in dead-end anode operation enabling a simple system
design with low parasitic losses. SOFC stacks typically operate at
550e1000 C with very high CO tolerances. Two types of fuel cell
stacking approaches are used: one is axial in-series and the second
is tubular bundles. Most SOFC stacks use planar cell construction
and in some cases they have tubular designs.
The Pt used for the electrodes in PEMFC systems is often thought
to be a major problem because of its high initial cost. However,
prolonged research into optimum catalyst design means that total
platinum loadings have fallen to around 0.4 mg cm2 [98], equating
to around 0.1e0.2 g per kW [45]. Using 2012 prices for Pt (US$1500
oz1), Pt costs constitutes 10e15% of the stack price, and thus only
2e3% of the whole system price [18]. The cost of Pt catalyst used in
the stack is expected to remain similar in the future, constituting
only 12.6% of the total system price in 2045 [99].
Global reserves of Platinum Group Metals (PGMs) amounts to
around 48,000 tonnes [100], while demand for Pt stands at around
200 tonnes per year [101]. The largest demands for Pt come from
catalytic converters in the automotive industry (about 40%) and
jewellery (30e40%) [102]. Installing a 1 kW PEMFC in every
American home would require 40 tonnes of Pt (assuming
0.3 g kW1 for the whole system), adding around 2% to global Pt
demand if replaced once every 10 years. Pt demand is covered by
“virgin”mined Pt as well as recycled Pt supply. The total Pt loss over
a fuel cell system's lifetime and the Pt recovery process is estimated
to be 10% [98]. It can be safely concluded that the commercialisa-
tion of fuel cells will not affect significantly the Pt demand/supply
balance [103].
5.2. Fuel processor
The choice of the fuel influences the efficiency and cost of the
FC-CHP system. The fuel processor is one of the most significant
components, estimated to contribute around 80% of the BoP costs in
an FC-CHP system [18]. A fuel purification sub-system also adds to
the additional cost, e.g. fuel desulfurization sub-system for SOFCand CO removal sub-system for LT-PEMFC [14]. There are two
strategies for the fuel supply to the fuel cell. The first option is to
supply the hydrogen directly and the second option is on-site
conversion of the fuel into hydrogen or hydrogen rich gas which
is called decentralized hydrogen production, but both come at a
high initial investment cost. On-site fuel conversion is expensive
and it requires complex reactor designs. However decentralized
hydrogen production eliminates the need for a costly H2 distribu-
tion infrastructure. In general though, it is less efficient and more
expensive than centralized hydrogen production. The cost of
decentralised H2 production may exceed US$50 GJ1 H2 [104]. H2 is
mainly produced from fossil fuels and currently 48% is produced
from natural gas, 30% from refinery/chemical off-gases, 18% from
coal and the rest is produced by water electrolysis process (4%).
There is a growing interest in centralizing H2 production and supply
in the EU and USA; which may simplify hydrogen supply to the
stationary fuel cell systems.
Natural gas (methane e CH4 is a predominant compound) is
often assumed to be the fuel of choice for baseline residential or
stationary CHP applications in countries like the UK, Germany and
Japan, because they have well established gas distribution pipe-
lines. For residential applications, in addition to natural gas, pro-
pane gas or LPG are also potential fuels for on-site reforming for
fuel cells [105,106]. Natural gas can be converted into H2 by using
various fuel processors that include Steam Reforming (SR), Partial
Oxidation (PO) and Auto Thermal Reforming (ATR) [107]. An over-
view of fuel processing for fuel cell systems is shown in Fig. 11. The
fundamental differences in all three types of reformers are the
source of oxygen and/or water used to combine with the carbon
within the fuel to release the H2 gas and the thermal balance of the
chemical process. The chemical reactions for each process step to
produce H2 from natural gas can be written as:
SR:
CH4 þ H2O / CO þ H2 DH ¼ þ206 kJ mol1 (1)
PO:
CH4 þ 0.5O2 / CO þ 2H2 DH ¼ 36 kJ mol1 (2)
ATR:
Combination of PO and SR reactions (3)
Steam reforming uses steam and it requires a substantial
amount of heat as an input due to extremely endothermic
Fig. 11. An overview of fuel processing for fuel cell systems [55]. Moving from top to
bottom shows the chain of processing stages from natural gas to hydrogen that is
suitable for SOFC, HT- and LT-PEMFC systems.
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conversion with commercial catalysts like nickel (Ni) and ruthe-
nium (Ru) pellets. While PO units use oxygen gas to combust a
portion of the fuel, the thermal balance is exothermic and releases
heat. PO is an attractive process due to the rapid reaction rates (up
to 1,200,000 h1) [108]. For fuel cell applications, the PO reaction
has an advantage over the complete combustion reaction as it
produces larger amounts of H2 and CO (which is further used to
generate H2 via the Water Gas Shift Reaction e WGSR) as well as
heat (used for hot water or preheater for PO gas feeder or other fuel
processing reformer like ATR). ATR reformers uses exothermic heat
(generated from the exothermic PO reaction) to supply the heat
required for the endothermic SR reaction. ATR based reformers use
both steam and oxygen and are typically operated at or near the
thermal neutral point and therefore do not generate or consume
thermal energy. A typical natural gas reformer can achieve effi-
ciency in the range of 75e90% (calculated for Lower Heating Value
e LHV) while a range of 83e85% is expected. SR has a rich H2
concentration of 70e80%, compared with 50e60% using an ATR
based reformer and even lower for PO [109].
Natural gas with SR exhibits the highest fuel cell system effi-
ciency in comparison to other hydrocarbon fuels such as gasoline or
diesel [110]. Using an SR, with the highest conversion efficiency,
may yield a saving of up to 30% in fuel compared to other methods
[111]. SR is a highly endothermic reaction (206 kJ mol1 CH4) and
it is generally carried out at 700e800 C. Thermal energy required
for endothermic SR reactions can be generated in the fuel processor
by the integrated combustion burner that uses the same gas as the
reformer. In FC based systems, the anode off-gas is directed to the
burner whereby the chemical energy of H2-rich gas is converted
into heat. This solution increases the overall efficiency of the FC-
CHP system. Because of the high temperature of the endothermic
reaction, SR prevents rapid start-up and transient performance
compared to other methods [109,112]. The SR process is limited by
the heat transfer rate on the catalyst surface; therefore heat
transfer is a critical factor to accelerate the chemical reaction. The
space velocity for SR is typically in the order of 5000e8000 h1 (on
a wet feed basis) and it requires a large volume of catalyst bed. Toenhance the chemical reaction, the pressure drop across the cata-
lyst bed should be low ‒ it can be minimized by increasing the
pellet size, but this lowers the effectiveness of the catalyst. Engel-
hard Corporation reported a higher CH4 conversion by depositing a
precious metal catalyst onto ametal monolithic substrate [113]. The
precious metal catalyst enables faster heat conduction, increasing
thermal efficiency in the catalyst reactor and reducing the volume
of the catalyst bed. This in turn reduces the pressure drop in the
reactor, which favours the reaction to proceed with high space
velocity. Therefore, the precious metal monolithic catalysts could
be used to improve the size and safety of the reformers and simplify
the BoP, provided they can endure transient and cyclic start/stop
operations (and offer low backpressure) [108]. The major drawback
to the use of precious metals is invariably high expense cost [114].
SR can be performed in PEMFC based FC-CHP as an “external”
reforming process and in systems based on high temperature fuel
cells, such as MCFC and SOFC, as an “internal” process. Internal
reforming reduces the overall system size and cost of the fuel
processor sub-system. Commercially available SOFC based FC-CHP
systems use a pre-reformer to avoid excessive thermal stress and
to increase operating lifetime [115]. For internal reforming in SOFC
based systems, the fuel processor consists of a reformer and a
desulfurization unit; whereas the PEMFC fuel processor is
composed of a large reformer and a CO clean-up component (which
is not required for HT-PEMFC), made up of two water gas shift re-
actors and one preferential CO oxidation reactor [116,117]. HT-
PEMFC allows lower quality H2-rich reformate and requires a
simpler fuel processing sub-system with a coupled steam methane
reformer and a single-stage temperature water gas shift reactor.
The reformate stream composes of H2, CO2 and a portion of CO
(typically 0.5e10%) as well as sulphur compounds. Both CO and
sulphur compounds are poisonous to LT-PEMFCs, while SOFCs and
HT-PEMFCs are able to tolerate CO gas but are highly sensitive and
not resistant to sulphur. Sulphur is generally removed using ZnO or
an adsorption technique such as activated carbon. Other desul-
phurization techniques exist but are not suitable for small scale
applications [9]. Desulfurization units need to be changed period-
ically and this operation results in additional maintenance cost. The
sulphur content of natural gas is typically <0.1 ppm and it varies
between countries, for example, <1 ppm in Germany, <3.3 ppm in
the UK [118]. A PEMFC fuel processor is complicated and each stage
of the fuel processing requires temperature control and thermal
integration. In addition to an SR, PEMFC requires a shift reactor. The
outlet of the reformer gas contains 6e15% CO and this CO can be
converted to H2 via the water gas shift reaction (4).
CO þ H2O / CO2 þ H2 DH ¼ 41 kJ mol1 (4)
Due to a better CO conversion at the shift stage the process runs
practically with a surplus of water of 50%e100%. This is expressed
as steam to carbon ration (S/C) of 3e4. This surplus of water leaves
the process as steam and leads to a dew point of the reformate gas
of about 65 Ce80 C. Shift reaction operating temperature de-
pends upon the dew point, catalytic kinetics, and catalyst stability,
and is performed in the two adiabatic stages, High-Temperature
(HTS) and Low-Temperature (LTS) Shift. The reformate gas enters
the HTS catalyst (chromium oxide-stabilized iron oxide catalyst) at
temperature of 350e450 C and exits with temperature of
400e500 C containing 3e4% CO. The outlet of HTS gas is cooled to
200 C and fed to LTS catalyst (CuZn) and outlet concentration of CO
is reduced to about 0.2e0.5%. In shift reactors, the CO produced at
the reformer is converted to CO2 in the Selective Methanation
(SelMeth) or the Preferential Oxidation (PrOx) process. In most
cases the methanation process is used due to many advantages
regarding power consumption, cost reduction, integration and
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reaction (5):
COþ 3H2 T;catalyst!CH4 þ H2O (5)
This process is sensitive to temperature and has to be performed
at temperature range from 200 to 230 C. Other techniques like
selective oxidation of CO and oxygen bleed can be used to reduce
the CO concentration. HT-PEMFCs have an advantage over the LT-
PEMFCs because they can be operated with low quality reformed
H2 as a fuel. In LT-PEMFC based systems, two or more CO purifi-
cation stages are required to obtain a CO concentration lower than
10 ppm, whereas HT-PEMFC based systems require only a single CO
purification step. The performance loss of HT-PEMFC operating
with low quality reformate (up to 5% CO) is very low [119,120]. For
high temperature fuel cells, such as MCFC and SOFC, the waste heat
is available at the reforming temperatures, so there is no drop in
electrical efficiency. It is also advantageous to perform at least a
part of the reaction in an “internal” reformer within the stack,
which helps to provide stack cooling whilst keeping the cell tem-
perature uniform. Waste heat from the PEMFC is not available at
reforming temperatures, so supplemental heat is provided by
burning the fuel, which affects total efficiency.
5.3. Thermal management
Heat recovery from the fuel cell is essential in order to improve
the total system efficiency, performance and durability of the fuel
cell system. Thermal management options for PEMFC and SOFC
vary due to their operating temperatures and exhaust air temper-
atures. LT- and HT-PEMFCs' heat is recovered by circulating liquid
coolant through the internal or external cooling system [121e127].
The heat recovered of a PEMFC stack can be used for space heating
and hot water heating. In a PEMFC system an after-burner (used to
burn unreacted fuel) can also be employed to create a higher heat
output and to increase the overall efficiency. Heat recovery from a
SOFC ismore complexe it is realized by supplying the cathodewith
excess air. The excess cathode air and unconsumed fuel in the stack
are combusted in a burner and the produced heat is used for pre-
heating the reactants supplied to the reformer or the fuel cell
stack. Large quantities of air are required for reactant air pre-
heating and for cooling. The air is usually supplied to the fuel cell
stack by an ‘air’ blower. Industrial air blowers are generally ineffi-
cient and can consume significant amounts of power, taxing the
system's electrical efficiency. More efficient, cost-effective blowers
are desirable for SOFC technology. Low-cost heat exchangers are
desirable for heating or cooling of various gas streams with CHP
systems.
5.4. Power conditioning
Inverters and converters are used to condition the non-linear DC
electrical output of the fuel cell stacks to be useful for the end-user
power requirements. Depending upon the fuel cell electrode area
and the number of single cells in the stack, the DC output of the
stack varies. During operation, the cell voltage of each individual
cell decreases with increasing electrical load and the output is
considered as an unregulated voltage source. In the power condi-
tioning sub-system, the output stack voltage can be boosted to
provide a regulated higher voltage input source to an electronic
inverter. The DC/AC inverter commonly uses a pulse width modu-
lation technique at high frequencies to generate simulated AC
output. The efficiency of power conditioning equipment is inversely
proportional to the cost and also depends upon the fuel cell output
characteristics. The inverter efficiency is typically around 85e95%for a 10 kWel FC-CHP system [9]. The AC electrical power can be
used for home applications and the excess of produced energy can
be fed back into the grid if the system is running in a grid-parallel
mode or it can be stored in batteries for future use.
5.5. Balance of plant (BoP) components
The cost of BoP components is significantly higher per kW of
system power for low power systems, especially at the 1e2 kW
range. As the system size and the annual manufacturing rate in-
creases, the system cost decreases [128]. The overall cost of the FC-
CHP system includes the fuel processor, the fuel cell stack and the
power conditioning as well as other components such as pumps,
blowers, control valves, sensors, pipes and heat exchangers. While
the above-mentioned parts are common for every FC system, there
are some unique parts that are needed for different FC technologies.
For example, HT-PEMFC based systems require an additional acti-
vated carbon bed to capture fugitive phosphoric acid from the fuel
cell stack to prevent the fouling of catalysts. LT-PEMFC based sys-
tems require installation of a de-ionizing filter to remove metallic
contaminants from the coolant and the coolant heat exchanger that
is used to allow heat transfer to the building heat loop. SOFC based
FC-CHP systems require heat exchangers for pre-heating of re-
actants, and these heat exchangers operate at relatively high tem-
peratures which is often more costly than other systems.
6. Conclusions
Micro-CHP systems are attractive solutions for decentralized
electrical energy productionwith high efficiency. This review paper
describes micro FC-CHP technologies and focuses on their appli-
cations. FC based CHPs are the most beneficial and promising
technology for cogeneration. The technology has many advantages
that may solve current issues related to energy generation but it is
not problem-free. Currently, the main disadvantage is the high
initial investment cost, this is mainly attributed to the low pro-
duction volume. Duringmany demonstration projects, the Japanese
case shows that by doubling the production, it is possible to reduce
the price of FC-CHP by ~25%, and a further 13% reduction could be
achieved after commercialisation. Many countries are developing
policies that support and promote the use of FC-CHP systems for
instance by implementing subsidies. Many research, development
and demonstration (RD&D) programmes focus on the development
and commercialisation targets of thousands (1000's) of FC-CHP
systems worldwide. Based upon techno-economic analyses and
the energy demands, the most suitable and targeted market for FC-
CHP systems is in the residential sector where units up to 1 kWel
power could be used for electrical energy and heat generation.
Modelling the current state of development of the technology show
that the most suitable fuel cell technologies that might be used for
cogeneration are SOFC and PEMFC. Currently those two fuel cell
technologies are used in FC-CHP systems for residential applica-
tions. SOFC can deliver high quality heat operating at high tem-
peratures but suffers from longer start-up times. Moreover the
temperature cycling for this type of fuel cell is an issue which
negatively influences its lifetime. Cogeneration systems based on
LT-PEMFC technology show very high efficiencies and reliability.
The high power density of the LT-PEMFC is definitely the main
advantage but one of the main issues is the complex water man-
agement and thus BoP as well as the need to supply high purity fuel.
HT-PEMFC technology might be a very good alternative as it ex-
hibits comparable performance and cost reduction on the system
level which is achievable due to simplification of the system layout
(some of the sub-systems and system components are not
required).
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